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Molecular machines that assemble polymers in a programmed sequence are fundamental to life. They are also an
achievable goal of nanotechnology. Here, we report synthetic molecular machinery made from DNA that controls and
records the formation of covalent bonds. We show that an autonomous cascade of DNA hybridization reactions can create
oligomers, from building blocks linked by olefin or peptide bonds, with a sequence defined by a reconfigurable molecular
program. The system can also be programmed to achieve combinatorial assembly. The sequence of assembly reactions
and thus the structure of each oligomer synthesized is recorded in a DNA molecule, which enables this information to be
recovered by PCR amplification followed by DNA sequencing.

Synthetic molecular machinery made by DNA self-assembly can
link natural and unnatural building blocks in a defined
sequence by covalent bonds1–10. Sequential covalent synthesis,

with a sequence hard-wired into the molecular machinery, has
also been demonstrated using a synthetic rotaxane11. There are
close parallels between these synthetic molecular assemblers and
the ribosome. The ribosome makes use of non-covalent interactions
between nucleotides both to stabilize its three-dimensional structure
and to enable each codon to recruit the corresponding tRNA
adapter to the active site12,13. The same interactions are used in syn-
thetic nanostructures to control the assembly of rationally designed
DNA and RNA components14–16. In the ribosome, peptide bond
formation occurs when amino acids are held together by their
tRNA adapters in a catalytic pocket: Liu and co-workers have
developed DNA-templated synthesis (DTS), a simpler form of
catalysis in which DNA adapters enhance reaction rates by tethering
reactants together17. The ribosome can select building blocks from a
pool of tRNA-linked amino acids and concatenate them in a
sequence defined by the mRNA molecular program. The principle
of DTS can be extended to allow multiple reactions to be carried
out in a defined sequence, in the presence of all reactants, by
using the addition of DNA signalling strands6,7 or temperature-
dependent changes in secondary structure10 to bring successive
reactants together.

Unlike the ribosome, the synthetic systems described above
require an externally supplied signal to initiate each new reaction.
Systems based on DNA can, however, be designed to assemble
and evolve autonomously according to DNA-encoded programs.
Synthetic molecular motors, fuelled either by the formation of
base pairs18–21 or by hydrolysis of the nucleic acid backbone22–27,
have stepped along pre-assembled tracks, and a hydrolysis-driven
motor has been used to concatenate reactants bound to a track in
a predetermined sequence28.

Here, we report a programmable and autonomous DNA-based
assembler. This molecular system can be programmed to synthesize
oligomers with defined sequences and then reprogrammed for com-
binatorial synthesis. Alternate steps in a DNA hybridization chain

reaction29–32 are coupled to acyl transfer1,2,4,28,33 or Wittig1,7–10 reac-
tions that link specified building blocks to a growing covalently
bonded oligomer by peptide or carbon–carbon double bonds,
respectively. Both chemistries involve transfer reactions1,11 in
which the formation of a covalent bond to the active end of the
growing oligomer is coordinated with cleavage of the building
block from its DNA adapter, analogous to the transfer of amino-
acid residues from aminoacyl tRNAs to the growing polypeptide
chain in the ribosome. Both chemistries can accommodate building
blocks with a wide range of side chains, creating the possibility of
automated molecular synthesis of a wide range of sequence-
controlled products, from biomimetic peptides to completely
unnatural oligomers.

The assembler program consists of a set of DNA instruction
strands that defines the reaction sequence. This can be repro-
grammed simply by changing the instruction set. A DNA-
encoded record of the sequence of each oligomer produced is
created by ligation of instruction strands after synthesis. This
record can be amplified and read by DNA sequencing, creating
the possibility of in vitro selection from libraries of products2,3,34,
each created by an individual molecular assembler.

Results
The oligonucleotide components of the programmable molecular
assembler are shown in Fig. 1a (for sequences see Supplementary
Table 1). Cargo, which carries the growing oligomer at its 3′ end,
is initially hybridized to strand I to form the initiator duplex I:
Cargo. The other components are hairpins of two types: chemistry
hairpins (for example, A and B), which carry the reactive building
blocks of the polymer, and instruction hairpins (for example, I>A
andA>B), which control their assembly. The name of an instruction
hairpin reflects its function: hairpin A>B recognizes A and links it
to B. The stems of all hairpins comprise the same sequence of base
pairs, which is also present in the initiator duplex. Hairpins are dis-
tinguished by two single-stranded toehold domains35 (coloured in
Fig. 1), which are used to initiate hybridization reactions and thus
control the sequence of assembly. One toehold is external
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(a single-stranded overhang, readily available for hybridization) and
one is sequestered within the loop18,29,30,32,36. Hairpins also display
one of two generic external toeholds (one is carried by all chemistry

hairpins and one by all instruction hairpins), which are complementary
to toehold domains at either end of the Cargo.

Each building block is covalently coupled to the 5′ end of a
specific chemistry hairpin that serves as an adapter analogous to
tRNA. A variable moiety analogous to a natural amino-acid side
chain (R and R′, Fig. 1c) distinguishes building blocks. We have
used two different chemistries for oligomer synthesis. For the
Wittig reaction, leading to the formation of a C=C double bond,
each bifunctional chain-extending building block incorporates a
phosphonium ylide and an aldehyde1,7–10. The chain-initiating
building block that remains coupled to the Cargo has aldehyde
functionality only. Building blocks with ylide functionality only
can be used as chain terminators because they lack the aldehyde
group required for chain propagation. For polypeptide synthesis,
the building blocks are functionalized with N-hydroxysuccinimide
(NHS) ester and amine moieties. At the beginning of the reaction
the first building block is conjugated to the Cargo, resulting in
the formation of a peptide bond and leaving a free amine for
chain extension.

The DNA assembly mechanism (Fig. 1b) is a one-dimensional
hairpin hybridization chain reaction (HCR)29–32. The product of
DNA assembly is a linear duplex formed by opened hairpins hybri-
dized in a staggered pattern; the Cargo is transferred to each incom-
ing hairpin such that it remains bound at the growing end of the
duplex31. Each strand of the duplex is discontinuous: one strand
consists of instruction hairpins and the other of chemistry hairpins.
The sequence of assembly is programmed through interactions
between pairs of complementary toeholds (Fig. 1b); these toeholds
serve as addresses and routing instructions21,32. A pair of toeholds
(together, a ‘split toehold’21,31) is displayed at the end of the initiator
and, at later stages of assembly, near the end of the growing DNA
duplex. Half of the split toehold is always formed by one of two
toehold domains at the ends of the Cargo. The other half, an
instruction toehold, is responsible for selecting the next hairpin to
be added to the chain. The first instruction toehold is part of the
initiator. At later stages, the active instruction toehold is part of
the last added hairpin: this was initially sequestered in the loop
domain of the hairpin and activated when the hairpin was
opened29–32. A hairpin with two complementary external toeholds
can hybridize to this split toehold to form a four-armed branched
junction. This junction can then be resolved by branch migration
to form a more stable complex in which the Cargo is transferred
to the newly added hairpin at the end of the growing duplex.
Junction formation is driven by the free energy of toehold hybridiz-
ation, and junction resolution is associated with a further decrease
in free energy that includes the increase in entropy associated
with opening the loop of the hairpin. As each hairpin is added to
the chain its loop is opened, making the previously sequestered
toehold accessible for hybridization to initiate the next stage of
chain growth. The Cargo is carried forward at the end of the
duplex, being transferred to each newly added hairpin.

Instruction and chemistry hairpins are added alternately at the
active end of the growing DNA duplex. Chemistry hairpins
contain no information about the reaction sequence. Both of the
unique toehold domains of a chemistry hairpin are used as
addresses to identify it and thus the building block that it carries.
The two unique toeholds of an instruction hairpin are routing
instructions: the external (input) toehold recognizes the preceding
chemistry hairpin, and the initially sequestered (output) toehold
signals the next chemistry hairpin to be added. The set of instruction
hairpins thus constitutes a program that determines the sequence of
hairpin addition (Supplementary Fig. 2). For example, the instruc-
tions I>A, A>B, B>C specify concatenation of three chemistry hair-
pins in the sequence A, B, C. This program is deterministic, because
there is only one possible assembly sequence. Non-deterministic
instruction sets can also be executed: addition of instruction C>A
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Figure 1 | Operation of the assembler. a, Molecular components. Cargo
starts in the initiating duplex, which carries an identifying toehold on strand I
(yellow). ‘Chemistry’ hairpins (for example, A and B) carry building blocks
for DTS. ‘Instruction’ hairpins (for example, I>A and A>B) program the
assembly sequence. Each hairpin carries external and internal address
toeholds (coloured) and one of two generic external toeholds (green).
b, Assembler mechanism. Hybridization of the initiating duplex (I:Cargo) to
the matching toeholds of the first instruction I>A creates a Holliday junction
whose migration (indicated by red arrows) leads to the opening of the loop
domain of the hairpin31. Loop opening activates the sequestered toehold
domain (blue) that specifies that the chemistry hairpin A is to be added
next. A is recruited to the chain by hybridization of its external toehold to
this newly exposed domain. Junction migration completes insertion and
reveals a sequestered toehold that is recognized by and triggers insertion of
instruction A>B. Chain extension proceeds by alternate addition of
instruction and chemistry hairpins. As each chemistry hairpin is added to the
chain, its building block is held in close proximity to the growing oligomer
attached to Cargo, enhancing the rate of transfer of the incoming building
block from its DNA adapter to the oligomer. c, Chemistries used for
oligomer propagation. Curly arrows show the initial nucleophilic attack of the
transfer reactions. R and R′ are variable moieties that distinguish
building blocks.
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would allow continuous polymerization (A,B,C)n, and further
addition of instruction C>B would form a random polymer.

As each chemistry hairpin is added to the growing chain it forms
a blunt duplex with the Cargo. At the free end of this duplex the
incoming building block is held adjacent to the reactive end of
the oligomer carried by the Cargo, an arrangement that favours
the covalent reaction transferring the building block to the
growing oligomer (Fig. 1c). For building blocks coupled by the
Wittig reaction, nucleophilic attack of the ylide group of the incom-
ing building block on the unreacted aldehyde at the distal end of the
growing oligomer initiates cleavage of the building block from its
DNA adapter and formation of an olefin bond to the oligomer.
The spent adapter is left with an unreactive phosphine oxide at its
5′ end7–10,37. For peptide bond formation, nucleophilic attack on
the NHS ester by the free amine group at the end of the growing
oligomer initiates cleavage of the building block from its DNA
adapter and formation of an amide bond to the oligomer, leaving
an N-hydroxysuccinimide moiety at the 5′ end of the spent adapter.

The covalent-bond-forming reactions and the non-covalent
DNA hybrization reactions are not coordinated in this mechanism.
The yield of oligomer synthesis therefore depends, in part, on
the ratio between covalent coupling and DNA HCR rates. The
average time for hairpin addition must be tuned to be longer than
the average reaction time by adjusting the hairpin concentration:
it is ∼20 min per step at a hairpin concentration of 5 µM
(Supplementary Fig. 3). The completion time for a DNA-templated
Wittig reaction has been measured to be less than 5 min under
similar conditions8, and the half-time for an acyl transfer reaction

is 5 min (Supplementary Fig. 4). A further limitation of this
mechanism is that, as the oligomer grows, the separation between
its reactive end and an incoming building block increases and
hence it is expected that the coupling yield decreases7,28,38.

Ordered templated synthesis can be demonstrated by adding
different molecular programs (different combinations of instruction
hairpins) to generate different products from a common pool of
chemistry hairpins. Figure 2 shows an example of programmed syn-
thesis using Wittig chemistry (see Supplementary Method 1 for
details of the synthesis of reactants). Mixing two chemistry hairpins
(the chain-extending building block A∧ALA* and the chain termin-
ator B∧FAM) with the initiating duplex I:Cargo-BEN* in the
absence of instruction strands results in no detectable coupling reac-
tions (Fig. 2b; see figure caption for an explanation of the symbols).
Addition of the instruction strand I>Amoves the Cargo from strand I
to A, templating formation of the product Cargo-BEN=ALA*
(Fig. 2c). Only small quantities of non-programmed FAM-linked
products are detected (Supplementary Fig. 5). The addition of
both instructions I>A and A>B results in sequential, program-
med DTS of the product Cargo-BEN=ALA=FAM (Fig. 2d).
Products Cargo-BEN=FAM and Cargo-BEN* are also detected
(Supplementary Fig. 5), indicating that Wittig reactions (although
very probably not a DNA assembly step) have been missed, either
because the Cargo moved on before the coupling reaction occurred
or because chemistry strands had lost activity as a result of back-
ground phosphine oxidation39. Chain extension and the covalent
attachment of FAM to the Cargo-attached olefin product can be
demonstrated using gel electrophoresis (Supplementary Fig. 6).
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A different programmed sequence of assembly is achieved when
instruction I>B is added to the same reactants (that is, I:Cargo-BEN,
A∧ALA* and B∧FAM) under the same reaction conditions, resulting
in the synthesis of Cargo-BEN=FAM (Supplementary Fig. 7).

Other two- and three-step programmed syntheses were carried
out (Table 1) using adapters with alanine (ALA), phenylalanine
(PHE), alkyne (UNI) and biotin (BIO) side-chain functionalities
(Supplementary Fig. 8). ∧ALA* and ∧UNI* were used as chain-extend-
ing building blocks, and ∧ALA, ∧FAM, ∧PHE and ∧BIO, with pro-
tected aldehyde functionality, were used as chain terminators. The
‘universal’ alkyne adapter UNI confers the additional option of
orthogonal functionalization, through copper-catalysed azide-alkyne
cycloaddition (‘click’ chemistry), post-DTS9. The reactants (chemistry
and instruction hairpins and the initiator duplex) were mixed
simultaneously. Programmed DTS of three diolefins (Cargo-
BEN=ALA=PHE, Cargo-BEN=UNI=ALA and Cargo-BEN=UNI=
BIO) and a triolefin (Cargo-BEN=UNI=ALA=BIO) was observed
(Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 8). Truncated products, correspond-
ing to missed reactions, were also observed. However, there was no
significant yield of non-programmed reactions (cf. Fig. 2b).

Similar results were obtained when the same molecular machinery
was used for peptide synthesis (see Supplementary Methods for the
synthesis of reaction components). Supplementary Fig. 9 shows

the products of programmed synthesis of a tetrapeptide using γ
(4-(aminomethyl)benzoic acid), β (trans-4-(aminomethyl)cyclohexane-
1-carboxylic acid) and chain terminator α (isovaleric acid) as
amino-acid building blocks. Truncated by-products were observed,
corresponding to missed reactions which are consistent with degra-
dation of the building block by hydrolysis of the NHS ester or pre-
mature progression of the DNA machinery before the acyl transfer
reaction could take place. However, in this system, too, there was no
evidence of significant non-programmed reactions.

The synthesis of longer oligomers is also possible. Figure 3 shows the
results of an acyl transfer reaction with a recursive program, I>C and
C>C, and chemistry hairpin C-γ (hairpin C conjugated to the NHS-
ester of amino acid γ, Supplementary Method 2), designed to produce
oligomers γn with a single repeated unit. The product distribution
shown in Fig. 3 is inferred from the mass spectrum of Cargo-based
species (assuming that the ionization efficiencies in negative ion mode
electrospray ionization (ESI(−)) of all Cargo-based species are domi-
nated by the negatively charged DNA and are therefore approximately
equal28). Formation of up to six peptide bonds was observed, with the
tetrapeptide (the product of three acyl transfer reactions) being the
most abundant product.

Figure 4 shows the results of programmed combinatorial syn-
thesis using this mechanism. Two programs were used: chemistry

Table 1 | Detected and expected masses of products of programmed synthesis.

Reactants (Cargo-BEN* +) Instructions Product Expected Detected
A∧ALA* + B∧FAM – Cargo-BEN 6,462.3 6,462.9
A∧ALA* + B∧FAM I>A Cargo-BEN=ALA* 6,721.5 6,721.5
A∧ALA* + B∧FAM I>A +A>B Cargo-BEN=ALA=FAM 7,092.9 7,092.8

Cargo-BEN=FAM 6,833.6 6,833.4
A∧ALA* + C∧PHE I>A +A>C Cargo-BEN=ALA=PHE 7,133.0 7,135.7

Cargo-BEN=PHE 6,873.7 6,873.6
C∧UNI* + A∧ALA I>C + C>A Cargo-BEN=UNI=ALA 7,080.9 7,080.8

Cargo-BEN=ALA 6,797.6 6,799.5
C∧UNI* + D∧BIO I>C + C>D Cargo-BEN=UNI=BIO 7,142.1 7,142.4

Cargo-BEN=BIO 6,858.8 6,860.6
A∧ALA* +D∧BIO I>A +A>D Cargo-BEN=ALA=BIO 7,118.1 7,118.3

Cargo-BEN=BIO 6,858.8 6,857.9
C∧UNI* + A∧ALA* + D∧BIO I>C + C>A +A>D Cargo-BEN=UNI=ALA=BIO 7,401.3 7,401.6

Cargo-BEN=UNI=BIO 7,142.1 7,138.6
Cargo-BEN=BIO 6,858.8 6,858.3

See Supplementary Figs 5 and 8 for structures, and see the caption to Fig. 2 for an explanation of the notation.
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hairpins C-γ and B-β were combined with instruction hairpins I>C,
I>B, C>C, B>B and either C>B (reaction 1) or B>C (reaction 2). Both
reactions give synthetic pathways that branch. In reaction 1, for
example, addition of γ can be followed by addition of γ or β,
whereas addition of β is always followed by addition of β. The dis-
tribution of products (percentages shown in Fig. 4) indicates differ-
ences in reactivity between the building blocks and a decrease in
reaction efficiency as the oligomer extends.

The DNA duplex formed by the hybrization of chemistry and
instruction strands remains attached to the product oligomer and pro-
vides a record of the sequence of reactions carried out by the assembler.
To make this record readable, DNA components were altered to add
primer-binding sequences at the beginning and end of the duplex.
The instruction strands that form half of the duplex were ligated to
produce a permanent record of the reaction sequence (Fig. 5) using
either T4 DNA ligase or ‘click’ ligation. The triazole linkage produced
by this click ligation can be read through by a polymerase40, and
enzyme-free ligation expands the range of reaction conditions accessi-
ble to the molecular assembler. The record was amplified by PCR,
cloned and sequenced (see Methods). Using both ligation methods,
the programmed reaction sequence was successfully read back from
the instruction toehold sequences embedded in the reaction record
(for sequencing data see Supplementary Fig. 11).

Discussion
Sequence-controlled synthesis is an important and elusive goal of
polymer chemistry41. We have demonstrated synthetic molecular
machinery that is capable of assembling an oligomer in a sequence

specified by a reconfigurable program encoded in DNA. The assembler
is modular and can be generalized to other DTS reactions that coordi-
nate bond formation with cleavage from an adapter. We have demon-
strated the formation of polyolefin and polypeptide chains. The
assembler can operate autonomously in the presence of a pool of reac-
tants, and to change the sequence of the oligomer it is only necessary to
change themolecular program.ADNA record of the reaction sequence
can be amplified and read, and an assembly program incorporating
non-deterministic steps could thus be used to generate a library of
different products to be used for in vitro selection experiments2,3,34.
Enzymatic restriction of the amplified record to recover copies of the
original instruction strands would make it possible to automate
multi-round selection. The number of distinguishable toehold
sequences could be increased, at the expense of a reduced hairpin incor-
poration rate, by the use of a spacer between the toehold and hairpin
neck42, allowing the use of large pools of monomers. The fact that a
selected oligomer can be identified by amplifying and sequencing its
attached DNA record, analogous to ‘ribosome display’43, means that
single-molecule detection sensitivity is, in principle, possible.

Autonomous, programmable covalent synthesis greatly expands
the potential functionalities of molecular robotic systems.
Molecular sensing and computation have already been integrated
to create autonomous systems capable of displaying the result of a
computation based on environmental inputs44–46. The further inte-
gration of autonomous covalent synthesis creates the possibility of
molecular systems capable of both sensing and altering their
environments, including the possibility of medical molecular
robotic devices capable of local diagnosis and treatment.

Methods
HCR-programmed synthesis. The DNA sequences used for HCR are listed in
Supplementary Table 1. Preparation of A∧ALA, B∧FAM, D∧PHE, D∧UNI, E∧BIO
and Cargo-BEN* for Wittig reactions and C-γ, B-β, A-α and Cargo-γ for acyl
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of chemistry hairpins C-γ and B-β with program I>C, I>B, C>C, B>B, C>B
(reaction 1) or I>C, I>B, C>C, B>B, B>C (reaction 2) was initiated with
amino acid γ conjugated to Cargo. Product distributions inferred from peak
intensities in the mass spectrum of Cargo-based species (Supplementary
Fig. 10) are shown as percentages.
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transfer reactions and subsequent purification by HPLC is described in the
Supplementary Methods. Mass spectra for modified DNA strands are shown in
Supplementary Fig. 1.

Wittig reactions were performed in TAPS buffer (100 mM TAPS, 1 M NaCl,
pH 8.5). Reactions at 0.5 µM (Table 1 and Supplementary Figs 6 and 7) were
prepared using 20 µM hairpin stocks in deionized H2O. The aldehyde groups on
A∧ALA and D∧UNI were deprotected by adding 0.5 volumes of sodium periodate
(50 mM NaIO4, 0.5 M NaOAc, pH 3.5). For experiments at 5 µM (Fig. 2 and
Supplementary Figs 4 and 5), stocks in deionized H2O were concentrated in vacuo
and, in the case of A∧ALA, deprotected as above, then resuspended at 50 µM in
TAPS buffer. The initiator duplex was prepared by annealing equal quantities of
strands I and Cargo-BEN* in TAPS buffer: samples were cooled from 95 °C to room
temperature over 10 min. Before use, hairpins were incubated at 95 °C for 2 min
then quenched at −20 °C for 1 min. When present, instruction strands were added in
10% excess over other components. On completion of a reaction performed at
0.5 µM, the reaction mixture was desalted using a NAP-10 column (GE Healthcare),
equilibrated with deionized H2O then concentrated in vacuo. A second desalting
step was performed using a Micro Bio-Spin 6 column (Bio-Rad) before a final
concentration in vacuo. Samples were analysed by liquid chromatography-mass
spectrometry (LC-MS).

Acyl transfer reactions were performed in 1 M NaCl with 50 mM NaH2PO4/
Na2HPO4, pH 7.0, with Cargo at 10 µM and equal amounts of other DNA reagents
(unless otherwise specified). The reaction mixture was shaken at 4 °C overnight then
desalted using a NAP-10 column. Cargo was isolated by denaturing HPLC
(Supplementary Method 3, HPLC B) before analysis by ultra performance liquid
chromatography-mass spectrometry (UPLC-MS).

Mass spectrometry. LC-MS was performed by eluting samples from a Waters
XBridge OST C18 (Supplementary Method 3, HPLC C) directly into a Waters LCT
Premier reflectron time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer. Data were acquired in
the negative-ion mode and analysed and deconvolved using the manufacturer’s
software (MassLynx V4.1, Waters).

UPLC-MS was performed by eluting samples from aWaters Acquity UPLCOST
C18 (Supplementary Method 3, UPLC D) directly into a Bruker µTOF mass
spectrometer. Data were acquired in the negative-ion mode and analysed and
deconvoluted using MaxEnt.

Recording assembly: enzymatic ligation. Hairpins and initiator duplex were mixed
at a concentration of 5 µM (each component) for 2 h. The products of the DNA
assembly reaction were then diluted to 250 nM in T4 DNA ligase reaction buffer
with 20 units µl−1 T4 DNA ligase (all enzymes and their reaction buffers from NEB).
The mixture was incubated at room temperature for 1 h, followed by heat
inactivation for 20 min at 65 °C.

PCR reactions containing 0.03 units µl−1 VentR(exo−), 120 pM ligated sample,
200 µM dNTPs and 0.5 µM primers were amplified with 25 cycles of 96 °C for 30 s,
56 °C for 30 s and 72 °C for 30 s. A product concentration of 30 ng µl−1 was
obtained after removal of nucleotides and primers using a Qiagen PCR
purification kit.

PCR product was cloned into pcDNA5/FRT (ThermoFisher) modified to
express the fluorescent proteins citrine and mCherry using Gibson assembly
reactions containing 30 pg each of plasmid and insert. HCR primer overhangs were
designed to insert into an intronic region of the citrine gene47. Transformation of
Escherichia coli (NEB electrocompetent) with the reaction mix gave ampicillin-
resistant colonies. Miniprep plasmid DNA from two colonies was isolated using a
Qiagen miniprep kit and sequenced.

Recording assembly: click ligation. Instruction hairpins were modified with azide
and alkyne (Supplementary Table 1). Hairpins and initiator duplex at a
concentration of 10 µM were incubated for 18 h in the presence of CuSO4

(240 nmol), sodium ascorbate (2.4 µmol) and tris(3-hydroxypropyltriazolylmethyl)
amine (1.68 µmol), as previously described40. The reaction mixture was desalted by
passing through a Micro Bio-Spin 6 column (Bio-rad). The sample was purified by
denaturing gel electrophoresis. PCR products (prepared as above) were cut with
HindIII and EcoRI and ligated into pUC19 with T4 DNA ligase. Transformation of
E. coli (DH5α, NEB C2987) with the reaction mix gave ampicillin-resistant colonies.
Miniprep plasmid DNA from two colonies was isolated using a Qiagen miniprep kit
and sequenced.
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